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Abstract: Anthropometry is an important component element of fashion design, pattern research, 
clothing production and clothing MTM online. Anthropometric technology has went through the 
process from contact to non-contact, and from manual anthropometry to 2D image and 3D 
anthropometry. The purpose of this paper is to summarize symmetric and theoretic 2D image-based 
non-contact anthropometric ideas, and to solve the problem of measuring body circumference 
dimensions on 2D images in clothing e-commerce. Firstly it separates 2D image-based non-contact 
Anthropometry into three steps: image silhouette extracting and characteristic body measurement, 
girth calculation and error & accuracy analysis, and analyses the methods of every step; then it 
discusses the characteristics of the anthropometry operating and its' application in clothing 
e-commerce.  
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Introduction 

No two people are ever alike in all of their measurable characteristics; the first individual to 
research the beginning of anthropometry was Quelet in 1870, with his desire to obtain average 
measurements of male’ every part [1]. Human body is the base of clothing structure design, only on 
the basis of accurate measurement of body dimensions, become design and manufacture of clothing 
possible, so anthropometry is the foundation of reasonable clothing structure design. 
Anthropometric methods include contact and non-contact anthropometry. Contact anthropometric 
method can be divided into Martin, sliding gauge, and replica; non-contact anthropometry can be 
divided into photogrammetry, moiré topography and 3D anthropometry [2]. The thesis breaks down 
2D image-based non-contact Anthropometric technology into three steps, and analyses adopted 
method of every step and existing problem, then discusses anthropometric application to clothing 
e-commerce. 

Non-contact Anthropometric technology was developed from the 1980’s, a series of non-contact 
Anthropometric system have been developed successively by clothing industry developed 
countries---The United States, Britain, Canada, mainly there are 2D and 3D measurement method. 
3D anthropometric system is high accurate, but it is expansive, enormous, measuring in darkroom, 
and equipment not moved conveniently, so the actual production application is difficult. Related 
scholars have launched 2D image-based anthropometric research in order to gain a practical and 
simple measurement technology. The basic idea is to use cameras produced positive and lateral 
direction of human body of 2D images (Fig.1); according to the processes of human body image 
denoising, edge detection, and contour extraction obtaining clear body contour images; Measuring 
each part of the width, thickness and length size, etc of body contour image; then by the curve 
fitting, regression analysis or grey relation analysis methods getting the human body circumference 
measurement.  
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Fig.1. photographic methods 

Methodology 

Human body contour extraction 
Before measuring hip width, hip depth, waist width, waist depth, etc sizes of feature points, 

human body contour processing can reduce error and improve anthropometric accuracy. Applying 
the principle of edge detection for digital image and three type algorithms based on the edge 
detective operators extracted 2D image edge. Through the comparison of the operators’ actual effect, 
the result of experiments shows that Sobel and Smoothed operators have good effects on image 
enhancement, suppressing the noise and providing clear-cut profile lines, in favor of contour track 
and repair [3]. Based on the digital image edge segmentation principle of the threshold value ruled 
out internal and external factors on interference to human digital image; secondly, by analyzing 
points and lines feature of body digital image, Summarized  five contour measurement methods in 
view of the different human body parts: curvilinear-knaggy-point recognition, extremum 
recognition, modeling recognition, curve line fitted recognition and approximate arithmetic of curve 
length [4]. Using MATLAB tools and computer graphics processing knowledge got body edge from 
ordinary digital photos, and combining the laws of the human body shape characteristics, and 
determined the feature points on the edge of body image [5]. Camera got images containing the 
information of human body characteristic line, 3D dimension of the human body was gained by 
more than two images. The steps were Firstly carrying on image format transformation, edge 
detection and so on a series of pretreatment, and extracting a two-dimensional size of chest, waist 
and hips in contour images [6]. Analyzed many commonly used algorithm of edge detection and 
contour extraction, with taking human body structure traits into account, a processing flow was 
designed involving image denoising, edge detection, contour extraction, measurement vertex search 
and coordinates computation，which can realize extracting body measurement automatically [7]. 
Algorithm was proposed with CANNY operator for edge detection extracting the edge of body 
figure, considering the abnormality eliminating accompanying with self-calibration, the 
measurement precision was improved with simplified manipulation [8]. 

When camera shoot images, subject slightly shake or camera jolt would lead to a blurry image 
edge. Camera technology promotion is the fundamental method to solve this problem, such as 
Sony’s new research and development of the Exmor CMOS image sensors effectively resolve the 
blurry image edge. Before measuring silhouette feature position sizes, a succession of clear contour 
images are the foundation of accurate human body measurement, among them the key problem is 
how to choose appropriate method of image edge detection and properly determine the feature 
points.  
Circumference calculation 
Curve fitting 
From the digital image it has access to 2D dimensions of the human body height, width and the 

thickness directly, comparing three function curves fitting precision, and finally determined that use 
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logarithm function to fit age from 18 to 26 typical hip curves [9]. Functional model was established 
that circumferences related with height, weight, width, and thickness to estimate the circumferences. 
And an approach was presented taking advantage of samples’ circumference curve to build human 
body truck model [10]. Double elliptic curve fitting model was employed to predict main 
circumferences, shoulder breadth, cervical height, and etc [5]. Exploring elliptical model fitting 
circumferences of the related positions on limbs identified the model suitable for fitting thigh 
circumference and calf circumference [11]. 

A different body position to adopt curve fitting models is different. To determine the most 
suitable fitting curve, we need to employ several fitting curve preliminarily selected, and compare 
their fitting accuracy, then choose a fitting curve with highest fitting accuracy as the fitting curve 
model for some position.  

Regression analysis 
Defined TNF index, hip width, hip depth, body front projection area and body side projection 

area as major parts for hip regression model, and the model was presented predicting hip size [12]. 
Least squares regression and partial least squares regression methods were introduced to measure 
bust circumference [13]. By means of correlation analysis and regression analysis, etc statistical 
analysis method was derived for bust regression formula for young women [14].  Using 2-stage 
least-squares analysis, linear regression analysis extracted two dimensional sizes of the human body 
height, width and the thickness, and then modeled to predict main circumferences, shoulder breadth, 
cervical height, and etc [5]. Linear regression were employed establishing circumference 
algorithmic model which take circumference value by manual measurement as dependent variable, 
and take depth and width value extracted automatically by programming as independent variable 
[15]. The photos were taken from the front, side and back of body, and these unorganized range 
data were used to conduct the body surface fitting. The body dimension was calculated by 
regression equations [16]. Least squares regression analysis method was presented which is suitable 
for calculating knee circumference and other major positions on limbs [11]. 

  Regression analysis model have many types, every body part should apply multiple 
appropriate regression mathematical model to calculate, then through comparing calculation values 
with practical measurement value, can identified most appropriate regression model. Researches 
above are isolated; have not form a systematic theory. Regression analysis method is based on 
dimensions of other body parts to build relevant mathematical model and obtain circumference. 
Precision of the measurement method have significant relationship with sample number and shape 
similarity degree among samples, so there are dramatic error in this method. 

Gray correlation analysis 
By the application for the theory of gray correlation analysis, height, weight, bust width and bust 

depth were determined to the dominating body parts of gray model of bust circumference, and 
according to the classification of TNF index, the grey models of bust circumference are established 
[17]. Because human body is complex and changeable, each place are related to each other, these 
are in line with the characteristics of gray system, so can use gray model to measure circumference. 
Error and precision analysis 
Accordingly, the simple multiple linear regression model of hip girth is put forward, and its 

multi-colinearity is detected. In order to improve the regression precision, the independent variable 
is further selected using the stepwise regression method. At last, the ridge regression method is 
introduced to solve the multi-colinearity, which gives very good predicted results with an average 
error of 0.52 centimeters [12]. Increasing the experiment times and samples were proposed to 
improve the accuracy of experimental data and circumference model can be optimized by raising 
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human body data to reduce error [16]. It can be concluded that the factors affecting the accuracy of 
human body photogrammetry include the optical constitution of the camera, manual operation, and 
subsequent measurement etc. Optical error is basically conformed to the law of spherical surface 
deformation. According to the analysis results the suggestion to choose suitable digital camera and 
optimize the measurement software for getting good results was brought forward. The error of 
combination Nikon D100 with Shapeline is least; combination of Canon PowerShot S400 and 
Photoshop got the error of the maximum degree [18]. Human body’s characteristic dimensions were 
obtained by taking photos, reference calibration method was applied to gain measurements and the 
error was analyzed. Employing MATLAB programming image distortion degree can be lowered in 
order to reduce error, the high-contrast shooting background were presented to minimize error [19]. 

The reason causing error is more, from photo shooting, contour edge extraction to circumference 
calculation during every process different degree error will be generated, how to control error in a 
reasonable range need a further research.  

Discussion  

A database of 349 subjects (male and female) were measured not only with traditional 
anthropometric tools to gain data, but also with 2D image-based anthropometric measurement 
system taking simultaneous front and side pictures of individuals standing with their arms straight 
and slightly abducted along their side to collect images, then established mathematical model 
calculating. It was concluded no significant different between two data deriving from different 
methods both in terms of accuracy and repeatability [20]. an image-based system was proposed to 
obtain anthropometric measurements from photographic images more efficiently in e-commerce. 
Linear and circumferential measurements can be obtained within a certain accuracy and reliability 
[21]. Based on the clothing of e-commerce human body size needs much higher efficiency and 
convenience, a means was presented to obtain anthropometric measurements from photographic 
images. Among the traditional measurement and photographic measurement methods were 
compared, it was concluded that photographic measurement had very high precision and reliability 
[22]. 

Image-based measurements anthropometric measurements and traditional measurements were 
obtained directly from five athletic performers. Traditional measurements and image-based 
measurements were used in Yeadon’s (1990) inertia model. The mean absolute accuracy in 
predicted whole-body mass achieved using traditional measurements and image-based approach 
was 2.10% and 2.87%, respectively [23]. Anthropometric dimensions of the human body from 
calibrated monocular sequences, it focuses on estimating stature and shoulder breadth. Precise 
average estimates are obtained for each anthropometry by combining measurements from multiple 
frames in the sequence. The contribution is two-fold: a novel technique for automatic and passive 
estimation of shoulder breadth that is based on modeling the shoulders as an ellipse; and a novel 
method for increasing the accuracy of the mean estimates of both anthropometries. The latter is 
based on the observation that major sources of error in the measurements are landmark localization 
the 2D image and 3D modeling error [24]. A systematic method was presented to detect feature 
points on contour of human body from front and side images. Based on chain codes algorithm 55 
feature points and 26 body measurements be extracted automatically. The method has been tested 
on four human subjects and all were correctly extracted [25]. 

Researchers mainly focus on contrast of artificial measurement and 2 d image-based 
measurement value. 2D image-based anthropometric measurement system takes simultaneous front 
and side pictures of individuals, the method can reduce the image measurement of synchronization 
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and errors; Scholars put forward the method can be used to improve human body data collection 
efficiency in clothing e-commerce, but no specific discuss a key problem that is how to acquaint 
images simply and accurately. Because the actual application has error influence factors more than 
laboratory and controllability is poorer in practice.  

Conclusion 

Circumference calculation of 2D image-based non-contact anthropometric method include curve 
fitting, regression equation, graph mathematic model, gray correlation analysis, etc. the curve fitting 
model is diverse, but researches above are against young people, some region, or a particular shape, 
the universality of the model is not high, the law in view of the different shape and different body 
parts of the human body model don’t discuss. Regression analysis method in the choice of 
measurement parts includes the height, weight, hip depth, hip width, waist depth, waist width and 
so on. Regression analysis accuracy is not stable which is related with sample number and sample 
discrete levels. Some scholars failed to take into account exact extraction of image contour, before 
curve fitting and regression analysis of circumference measurement, and the best way to deal with 
image contour is further confirmed, whether or not images contour is properly handled is the main 
reasons of causing errors.  

A further investigation for 2D image-based non-contact anthropometric method needs to focus on 
operation simplicity, error precision, and etc. 2D image-based non-contact anthropometry is 
promising in clothing MTM online, at present clothing MTM online failed to solve the main 
problem is remote accurate acquisition of human dimension, the problem is bottleneck restricting 
development of clothing MTM online. 
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